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I. Introduction

Operator support systems are devices, in majority computerized, designated

to support nuclear power plant operational personnel responsible for efficient,

reliable find safe power plant operation. The vast majority of them is designed for

the use in the power plant control room where they represent a new element

providing the control room operators with a higher level information and thus

enabling them to understand the process better and to make more appropriate and

efficient decisions about how to handle it in different plant situation.

According to the experience coming from countries where new concepts of

nuclear power plants control rooms equipped with integrated system of OSSs have

recently been largely tested in experimental centres equipped with powerful real-

time plant simulators (e.g. NORWAY - Halden project; Japan) [2, 3, 1] a training

in use of the OSS is important, so that the operator can use it in the right

situation and in right manner.

Experiments, in which mostly experienced active control room operators

from operating NPPs took part showed as well, that both the requirements for

additional basic education of operators and the planning of training is influenced

by a number of different factors like complexity of system structure and interface,

system function, capabilities of training centres, operators background, experience

and age and others.

П. Planing of training

The goal of training is to learn operators skills necessary to perfect

communication with the OSS and good command of it as well as sufficient

knowledge about system functions and give them opportunity to gain experience

with both the support system responses in different plant conditions and the



application of system information to diagnostic conclusions and decision making.

Process of the operator training is generally a succession of lessons in

which, step by step, he/she is

given instructions (in different forms: textual, graphical, model-based or

their combination)

tested (whether he/she has learned and understood all given instructions

and is capable to apply them correctly)

evaluated (test results)

and

given a new explanation of the problem (if tests revealed lacks of knowledge

or ability to apply it)

In lessons of the first phase of the training the operator is usually working with

more textual information supported by graphical and simple model-based

information. During this phase he/she should learn:

basic concept of system function (completed, if necessary, with the technical

knowledge necessary to understand it)

system structure and interface used conventions, symbols and new displays

display formats for normal power plant operation, abnormal and emergency

plant conditions

This phase can be performed as classroom training supported with use of

aids like slides, over-heads, video, etc. with graphical and pictorial information.

Model-based instructions will necessitate the use of a simulator or the OSS itself



rationality/validation cnecits.

either in real environment of the control room (only in case of relatively simple

OSS) or the system's duplicate coupled with convenient data-base or with real-

time model of a training simulator. Transition to higher level lessons can be done

only when the operator has proved in tests perfect knowledge of the current

problem.

In the second phase the model-based instruction will dominate. Training

should

reinforce skills learned in the previous phase

familiarize with OSS functions and system boundaries (i.e. limits of validity

of the information provided by the OSS, if relevant)

build and gradually enlarge operators knowledge of the OSS behaviour as

well as his experience in handling different situations the OSS is designed

for

demonstrate the differences in handling process states under normal,

abnormal and accident conditions with support of the OSS and without it

This phase of training (and probably regular retraining) can be performed

either on the OSS itself or with help of different simulators (or successively on

both of them):

functional simulator with qualitative simulation models of specific systems

of the plant

full-scope simulator with real-time plant model

In the field of the nuclear power plant operator training simulators have

been used almost from the beginning as a main tool for training operators



necessary skills. During the last several years, owing to the progress in computer

technology and software development, simulation techniques have undergone

tremendous evolution. At present, powerful real-time plant simulation codes are

available. It is possible to simulate also long-term post-accident processes. Modern

training simulators supported with such codes are used for detailed post-accident

training. Some of them are equipped with tutorial stations making possible the

detailed visualisation of thermohydraulic processes taking place in plant vital

components (reactor, SG, primary piping etc.) (e.g., french SIPA simulator) [4].

In the field of the industrial operators training technology, interesting

achievements in development of intelligent tutorial systems, i.e. systems which are

taking advantage largely from the progress in AI (Artificial Intelligence) software

development, have recently been presented [5, 6]. ICAI (Intelligent Computer

Aided Instruction) system is model-based and it is usually composed from student

model, tutor model and knowledge base. ICAI is capable automatically to evaluate

trainees' input knowledge of the problem and systematically, lesson by lesson,

instruct them by means of text-based and/or model-based instructions, to test

them to evaluate them on tho basis of test results analyze and to reinstruct them.

According to student's achievements and progress the system can also change the

strategy of tutoring process. A great advantage of this systems is that the process

of education can be performed individually (without instructor) on autonomous

hardware (usually two working stations, one for a tutoring system and the other

for a model). Between published applications there is an ICAI system for BWR

operators education of EPGs (Emergency Procedures Guidelines) [5].

Actual technique of training, particularly model-based training, for a specific

OSS and NPP will depend upon the OSS function complexity and NPP or utility

training centre possibilities.

OSSs with a simple system function for which text-based instruction is

dominant on-site and in-line training is thinkable if it is ensured that the training

shall not anyhow endanger unit reliable and safe operation.

On-site and off-line training is possible for those OSS which, for training,

need not be connected to plant simulator (convenient data base is sufficient for



training).

Efficient use of OSSs with relatively complex function(s) for which training

is largely supported by model-based instructions can be trained only in connection

with powerful functional or full-scope simulator. (Note: In-site off-line training

using 1С AI systems would probably be possible in all cases ).

Incorporation of an individual OSS, at least that with relatively complex

ftmction(s), into the control room of a full-scope plant simulator and its connection

with plant simulator is a good way how to test the OSS integration into an

environment similar or the same as in the real control room and how to validate

the OSS. Further, the advantage of a training simulator is that the simulator

enables the instructor to manipulate the plant, select and activate a wide range

of process disturbances and component failures and that it is equipped such that

operator's performance can be monitored, recorded, checked and evaluated.

Training centre is, as well, a place where almost all experience with all kinds of

current training is concentrated.

Ш. Requirements for basic education

Both the contents and the development of training is affected by operators'

personal qualities, their background, experience and age. The college and the

university education completed with basic education and training for professional

qualification provides the operator with profound knowledge of physical principles

underlying the power generation process in NPP, in-depth familiarization with all

plant systems, design characteristic and operating and emergency procedures and

adequate experience necessary to supervise and control the plant under normal,

abnormal and emergency conditions. Nevertheless, since the introduction of the

OSS is conceptual stepwise change which interferes with operator's way of

thinking and behaviour it may necessitate to provide the operator with additional

specific information, technical knowledge and necessary skills related to the use



of the OSS such as:

general knowledge and skills for work in computerized environment

(relevant to operators not used to work with this technology, very

often this in the case of older operators)

familiarization with the system interface, conventions, displays

instruction about OSS function(s) completed with necessary

theoretical background

instruction on techniques applied in the OSS (data processing,

evaluation, inferring of output information)

It can be expected that the training of experienced operators will be easier and

quicker than that of novices but, nevertheless, it is probable that the necessity to

'unlearn' some previously acquired habits and skills may emerge.
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